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Abstract: Route choice behavior is habitually contemplated in the past to determine 

information with respect to driver's execution and components influencing the decision 

among drivers utilizing planning procedures and other conventional strategies. The work here 

aims to study about the route choice behavior utilizing least number of sensor placements, 

which work on the recognition of Wi-Fi MAC addresses associated with moving vehicles. 

The study aims at understanding the vehicle movement by detection a fraction of the moving 

volume on various links using captured MAD-IDs. The methodology has utilized astute 

programming and statistical techniques to bifurcate the through trips from the aggregate ids 

considered after substantial data cleaning and filtering techniques. Study proves to be 

powerful and economical with impartially upright exactness particularly for Indian conditions 

where the outmoded techniques neglects to catch viably sample size to clarify the planning 

applications like Origin- Destination estimation and study of route choice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Upgrades in expectations for everyday comforts of the general population and expanded 

financial exercises in urban territories have prompted a relating surge in rush hour gridlock 

crosswise over existing urban transport systems. Subsequently, there is a requisite for 

examining the performance of this networks under altered traffic conditions. But due to the 

heterogeneity of the class of vehicles under mixed traffic conditions monitoring the traffic is 

an emergent issue in any urban network and to mitigate the needs of this burgeoning traffic 

issue for any urban arterial road is extremely important for the smooth functioning of any 

urban region. Thus, this study aims to assess the potential use of Wi-Fi based sensors for the 

performance evaluation of small arterial network by route choice study with help of Wi-Fi 

based data collection technique. This paper also expounds the essentiality for the use of Wi-Fi 

data as an outlining parameter in the performance evaluation of the study network. 
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Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are wireless technology standards for exchanging data over 

short distances using short-wave length UHF (ultra-high frequency) radio waves in the ISM 

(industrial, scientific, and medical) band from fixed and mobile devices and building PANs 

(personal area networks). In terms of accuracy, the Wi-Fi/Bluetooth technology gives an 

outstanding level of precision compared to the other methods. The sensors used here work on 

the principle of recurring detections of MAC ids for the devices along with their analogous 

time stamps for the duration in which they remain within the detection range (1). Thus, 

re-identification of the same moving vehicle along various network points will help to 

determine the travel time and link through which the vehicle travels where the difference in 

the time stamps of certain MAC ids moving among several junction points were exercised for 

the determination of travel time and determination of route choice along all possible routes. 

The Wi-Fi data obtained from the sensors in Chennai city network corresponds to the all 

possible routes for two-day period. Moreover, penetration rate study was also carried for the 

same study section and the trial results show the successful penetration (unique detections to 

vehicles) ratio ranging from 20 to30% after significant results from various statistical analysis 

test as well as considerations from literature studies. However, a major shortcomming of the 

sensors is identification of mode for which the id was detected. Previous studies have 

attemped to bifurcate the mode class in conjunction to other detection techniques based on 

travel speeds but the results are not convincing especially for Indian conditions due to its high 

volume flow and heterogenity in traffic. The heterogenity and high vehicular flow results into 

uniform route choice characteristics for all modal class users.  Owing to the above attributes, 

this paper focuses on a generalised study of route choice behaviour irrespective of the mode 

of travel. The study on categorisation of mode using wireless technique can be a potential 

direction of future study. In adddition, due to limitation of sensor avalaibility the study was 

carried out on a small network.Exisitingly, the work is being extended to a complex road 

network system with large number of sensors for brisbane city network. 

Route choice behavior has been adopted to promote the intelligent traffic system. A 

route choice model predicts the selection probability of any given path connecting the origin 

to the destination, based on travelling characteristics and route specification. Most existing 

studies usually do not consider the travel patterns and heterogeneity among routes i.e. existing 

models preferable assume a distribution (2, 3) along a links without having a precise 

knowledge of the routes/ links. In this regard, existing research lags in addressing the 

importance of observation in evaluating the drivers travel choice, which effects the route 

choice behavior. The choice of driver is mainly dependent on the travel time along various 

links to reach the destination. Again the travel time is basically influenced by the link volumes 

and other congestion factors. Hence, in the preference of path selection the most likely path 

selected by the driver depends on the path where the delay is minimum.  

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The prominence of travel time reliability analysis is gaining importance with the rampant rise 

in vehicular population. Effort to enhance this evaluation by means of electronic detection 

methods is one of the areas that is being exploited lately. A review of the literature has shown 

that there are various methods in practice for this purpose, like, video graphic analysis, GPS 



 

 

databased evaluation, by means of loop detectors etc. GPS based travel speed measures from 

third party (such as Google) lacks the spatial temporal coverage needed for a seamless travel 

time estimation. Video graphic analysis on the other hand demand high man power, as it 

involves the data extraction compilation. It is in the light of these scenarios, that we decided to 

explore the possibilities of using Bluetooth/Wi-Fi sensors as per literature (4), (5) could provide 

robust detection of vehicles for this purpose. A framework to model the Traffic and 

Communication Simulation was proposed in a study (4), which investigated the modelled 

temporal errors from the Bluetooth Media Access Control Scanner (BMS) data and thereafter, 

the accuracy and reliability of travel time estimations from BMS data, which was a sign of 

promise of the abilities of Bluetooth Scanners as a means of traffic analysis. Few methods to 

overcome the noise present in the data were also elaborated by the authors. A study pertaining 

to Indian conditions (9) reported on the use of a Bluetooth based sensor to capture the travel 

time data and evaluated the reliability along two alternate routes in Chennai, India. Based on 

the data collected over a one-month span, the authors observed that Bluetooth technology has 

the potential to provide fairly accurate travel time estimations across urban arterials in India. 

The ultimate application of travel time lies in improving and predicting the network level 

performance, for which a study concerning route choice estimation and travel time reliability 

with field observation of Bluetooth probe vehicles is carried out in (6) where the influence of 

route choice effect is studied in Indiana state after an unexpected bridge closure was observed 

and the influence of the congestion level on the directional split on local route and diverted 

route was distinguished.  

The effect of antenna characteristics on MAC address data in terms of travel-time 

estimation for pedestrians and cyclists were studied in another work (5), which also compared 

the effects of small and big antenna gains in order to suggest optimal set up for increasing the 

accuracy. Understanding and model characteristic behavior of the sensor was studied in (14) as 

the understanding of the source of the noise improves the estimation mechanism as well as 

helps in devising information regarding the optimal positioning and distribution of the sensor. 

Previous studies have attemped to exploit bluetooth for route choice behaviour (11,12). Carlo 

proposed the relevancy of choice set in modelling the route choice behaviour using various 

path generation techniques. The study is suitable for large scale networks where the possible 

path set is considerably large and there is an essentiality of considering restricted path size set. 

However, the present study focuses on extracting travel patterns for a short network with 

pre-determined possible routes. In this way a study similar to (12) is explored where 

predetermined paths are evaluated to model the driver route choice conduct. Hence, the paper 

is an extension of previous studies as the travel time consideration are incorporated in 

addition to path volumes to evaluate the routing patterns. 

The general observations based on literature was that Bluetooth could perform 

consistently in measuring performance reliability, which can result into its usefulness in many 

field applications. On the other hand, the usage of Wi-Fi, which can help obtain a similar 

database, was observed to be one of the less-explored technologies in this domain. It is also 

worth noting that, even though Bluetooth is gaining popularity in India as a data collection 

method because of its cost-effectiveness and ease of installation, studies pertaining to this area 

were not widely observed in Indian conditions. Thus the use of Wi-Fi based sensors for data 

collection in Indian conditions can be considered as an alternate method replacing traditional 



 

 

technologies having considerably less sample size and accuracy.  

 

 
3. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

 
The objective of the study is to analyze an important corridor for route choice behavior based 

on the travel time distribution and filtered matching ids. The two altered route to reach a 

common destination has non-uniform distribution of traffic. Thus, the disparity amongst the 

influence of travel time and the matching ids, which are a representative sample of the total 

volume are co-related and the route choice is, studied which elucidates the choice of the 

traveler. The investigation additionally centers on the effect of the non-appearance of the route 

conditions to drivers on the decision and provides alternative solutions for the same. In this 

way, this study is based on evalution of drivers route choice decision based on their perceived 

travel times. The outcomes of the research will serve as an essential input in assignment 

modelling, developing human behavorial based model in information delievring systems 

(VMS) and formulating traffic control strategies.  

 

 

4. SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY AND STRATEGY 

 

Thoughtful consideration was made before placement of the sensors to ensure that the fruitful 

data is collected. The sensors were placed adjacent to the road such that minimum noisy data 

is observed and elevation, which can assure suitable range to capture all the ids passing 

through that point in any particular direction, was selected. Continuous power source was 

directly available and provided as shown in figure 1 for all the locations where the sensors 

were placed hence, no external battery was needed during the period of study. The radius of 

detection for Wi-Fi device for 5-dBi antenna is 80 meters on open ground without any 

obstruction and so attempts have been made to cover both direction of traffic for capturing of 

all the vehicles passing through the section. 

The system is investigated utilizing Wi-Fi sensor innovation for the course as 

expressed in the Figure 1 beneath and no customary advances for the route choice study were 

used except the Wi-Fi based innovation as it is least expensive and viable strategy for 

breaking down the route choice with adequate high testing rate.  

 
Figure 1. Placement of sensor in study network 



 

 

The data gathered for route choice was for 4-day period, which incorporates both weekdays 

and in addition weekends. The routes have appropriately high activity due to presence of IT 

industry on the corridor for the whole day such that sufficient detection ids were accessible. 

Here, the travel time was assessed along with the distribution of the route choice study, which 

can be used to explain the choices. The network area is highly recognized as due to the land 

use activities in the area and the locations of the sensors are 12°59'42.6"N 80°14'58.4"E, 

12°58'47.6"N 80°15'09.2"E, 12°58'53.5"N 80°14'00.5"E for P1, P2 and P3 respectively. 

Here, however the detailed information gathering isn't conceivable, the sensors has 

gathered reasonable number of information ids which can be utilized to clarify the distribution 

and route choice conduct. The definite information accumulation was not possible as only 

three sensors were available for the study. The position location for the sensors and the route 

considered for the investigation are appeared in the Figure 2 and 3. 

 
Figure 2. Primary route for route choice study 

 

The portion between the sensors are known as links for which the estimation of the volume can 

be acquired from video realistic extraction or with the assistance of expansion based volume 

determination practices. The complexity of the system usually determines the placement 

position of the sensors. 

 
Figure 3. Secondary route for route choice study 



 

 

For the study network, the destination point (P3) has two fundamental paths from origin (P1) 

considered here, which are appeared in the Figure. One of the route goes through the 

intersection (P2) and is made out of the two links, of which one of the connection (P1-P2) is 

exceedingly congested and goes through the IT corridor segment whereas the other 

connection (P1-P3) is an inner/local route which gets diverted before passing through the 

intersection. The methodology of the route choice study remains same where the time stamp 

of the unique MAC id is recorded and when coordinated at various information-gathering 

stations, will yield the route embraced. 

 

 

5. TRAVEL TIME INFORMATION 

 

The travel time information determination strategy, which is generally adopted for the studies 

relating to the link volume estimation and in addition O-D studies (8), (10), (13), were used 

for evaluating high quality travel time study. The Table (1) below provides the understanding 

into the detection rate at different sensor data collection points and their coordinating with 

adjacent stations. This indicates the stations with higher matching had a generally higher flow, 

but unlike the usual observations as seen in the literature studies, where the adjacent sensors 

are places very close to each other. In this study the placement of the sensors are at 

comparatively large distanced which requires more accurate travel time precision point of 

interest to accurately determine the through moving trips which are at last the characterizing 

parameters concluding the route choice. 

 

Table 1. Count of matching ids between sensor stations 

Origin/Destination P1 P2 P3 

P1 - 1692 448 

P2 1264 - 1470 

P3 250 1101 - 

 

Here adequate number of ids are detected to conclude the deductions related to distribution 

behavior. The adjacent stations are having higher detection as compared to exchange or 

distant sensors. Also the adequate detection are accessible in both the direction. The matrix is 

developed based on the matching observed for the duration when the sensors were placed at 

their positions. However, the authenticity of the data collected can be considered only when it 

is able to arrest all the variations. Therefore, the variation in travel time would provide a 

superior picture in explaining the performance of the links. 

Figure 4 and 5 shows the variation in travel time observed for the study period on 

link P1-P2 for upstream as well as downstream path. As it can be easily deduced from Figure 

4 that there is an significant increase in travel time for a shorter duration in the morning and 

evening hours which can also be considered as the peak hours of the study. 



 

 

 
Figure 4. Travel time variation on link P1-P2 in upstream direction for entire data set 

 

Nonetheless, the travel time distribution for the weekend is more or less same with no 

significant peak and the travel time is less compared to weekdays, which indicate that links 

are performing better with low volumes on weekends. Similar travel time plots were made for 

other links and the analogous trend were observed in both direction as well, and all the links 

states that the peak hour is constant for all the three links. Here the plots for link P1-P2 are 

expressed, as few longer period of congestion are observed on this link as shown in the figure 

and contrasted with others having moderately better performance. In addition, the congestion 

observed in the downstream direction is lesser compared to the upstream direction as 

observed in Figure 5 and subsequently the route choice analysis is more essential and 

described in the upstream flow in comparison to the downstream heading. 

Comparable investigation in view of delay estimation can likewise be useful to think 

about the variety in the route choice for the two associations. However, the problem with the 

studies identifying with the delay estimation is that a vehicle may have stopped at some 

intermediate stations, which consumes more time to achieve the destination and if such trips 

are counteracted for estimation of the delays it will misinterpret the outcomes. 
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Figure 5. Travel time variation of link P1-P2 in upstream and downstream direction 

 

Consequently, the travel time studies for the through movement is considered based on 

settling the standard percentile points of quartiles to bifurcate the delayed trips from the 

non-through outings. Henceforth, the impact of congestion and the multiple trips were dealed 

differently for the study. 
 

 

6. TRAVEL PATTERNS 

 

Once the study of the travel time is completed, the second objective i.e. to determine the links 

with noteworthy traffic based on the Wi-Fi ids matching is studied. A brief origin-destination 

matrix for the adjacent stations was already explained earlier, yet the internal points for the 

matching were not explained previously. Along these links, the detailed O-D is explained 

which communicates the travel patterns on the link. The travel patterns are a direct 

representation of the link volume, but only the expression of the link volume cannot be 

considered as the standard estimation for the route choice flow as they only speak to a fraction 

of the total volume moving on the links. However, the study of these matched fractioned link 

volume study can be useful to determine the proportionality split on the route. 

The sampling bias may be considered for the variation in the detection which 

depends on the height and the setback from the roadway. However, these bias can be 

considered to form uniform errors which is normally considered to have randomly distributed 

across all the vehicle category. These considerations can be evaluated and in addition removed 

by the appropriate filtering techniques based on measured travel time. Despite these 

limitations, the matching of MAC-id to express the route choice reveals much more 

information and higher sample rate than any other traditional techniques.   
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7. ROUTE CHOICE 

 

The definitive objective of the route choice is to appraise the distribution of the traffic on the 

two alternative routes. For the primary route which consist of two links, the data needs to be 

aggregated to describe the route overall performance. Here, with the assistance of the 

programming in the R database software and designing various queries, the conditional 

matching was carried out among all routes between the considered origin and destination. The 

routes are described by the links inclusive and exclusive of the sensors. The travel time for the 

links on the route 1 are aggregated to determine the optimum time that would result into the 

through movement trips. However, it is not necessary that the total number of trip ids on the 

two sub links are same as all the travelers moving on the link 1 are not necessarily moving 

towards the destination i.e. link 2 towards P3, but gets distributed among different directions 

from P2, and similarly many new ids from other links will communicate through link 2. The 

programming which matches the ids on all the three sensors were only considered as the trips 

on first route. The trips were itinerated in northbound as well as southbound direction for both 

the routes. Thus for the placement of three sensors, six different movements can be obtained 

such that two trips are generated from single data collection point.  

As the study is based on the evaluation of network with the minimum sensors, no 

sensors were placed on the second route. However, it was cautiously evaluated that the 

secondary route has least escapes with sufficient higher flow to be stated as the significant 

route for the desired destination. Accurate and efficient programming techniques are required 

here to bifurcate the ids moving from the route 2 as the sensor is not available at this link. 

Thus, the extraction of the ids for the secondary route where the sensor is not placed was 

acquired by removal of all other ids moving from the different routes where the sensors are 

placed. In this way, the optimized number of sensor required for network performance can be 

evaluated by switch calculation or the removal of redundant links for any network.  

The interquartile range with corresponding percentile values of 25
th

, 50
th

 and 75
th

 

was used (6) for studying travel time analysis which was ultimately useful as an explainable 

variable for the route choice study.   Similar comparative values were also determined for our 

study to explain the variation in travel time among two routes and for different days to explain 

the variation in the performance of different links. The difference in interquartile range and 

the mean values for route expounds the variation in travel time and delay for the overall 

performance of the routes. The cumulative frequency diagrams were plotted for the acquired 

travel time data set for both the routes for weekdays as well weekend in Mini-Tab software. 

But, prior to this the distribution followed by these data set were obtained to determine the 

location and shape parameters as an essential input parameter in Mini-Tab software for its 

calibration. The traffic on weekdays as well as weekend followed Log-Logistic distribution for 

both the routes in upstream direction, whereas for the downstream flow lognormal 

distribution was observed for both days.  

The percentile values for the upstream direction for weekday on route 2 are observed 

to be 10.3, 14.6, and 21.4 respectively for 25
th

, 50
th

 and 75
th

 percentile respectively whereas 

for the weekends the values obtained are 7.2, 10.7, and 17.8 minutes respectively for upstream 

direction as observed in Figure 6.  



 

 

 
 (a)  

 
(b) 

 
 (c) 

Figure 6. Percentile values for Route 1 and Route 2 for (a) Upstream direction on weekdays (b) 

Downstream direction on weekdays (c) Upstream direction on Weekends 

 

Additionally, for the route 1, which passes through the intersection, the values on weekdays 

are 10.4, 15 and 21.6 and 7.8, 11.5, 18.4 on weekends respectively in upstream direction. 

Subsequently, a huge difference is observed in the travel time for the weekdays and weekends 

as observed in Figure 6(a) and 6(c) which states that the adopted filter technique for estimation 



 

 

of travel time for through vehicles is valid and the non-through trips have been efficiently 

removed from the analysis. The travel time for both the routes follow a complete different 

trend as compared to the upstream distributions. For the downstream movement the first route 

is performing much better than the secondary route suitable for upstream flow. This is primary 

due to less volume as observed in Table (1) where the directional split is non-uniform and 

observes a distribution of around 3:2 for upstream to downstream flow. Moreover, the link 

P1-P2 which is three lane divided urban stretch can easily accommodate the downstream 

volume without considerable delays in the trips which was also observed in the travel time 

studies as the optimum filter for through traffic in this direction was relatively less than the 

opposite.  

On comparison between the mean values of two routes, the average travel time on 

both the route is same for weekdays as well as for weekends in upstream direction. However, 

a substantial difference of the travel time is observed for the downstream flow in weekdays. 

The distribution of the trips obtained on the two route on weekdays is 29% and 71% on route 1 

and 2 respectively. In this way, it is important to comprehend this vast difference in 

distribution even after insignificant difference in the travel times of the two routes for all 

percentile values. For the weekends the distribution is 44% and 56% for the two routes as the 

overall travel time is less due to less volume also observed from Figure (4). Thus, the results 

do match with the obtained travel time results as the overall travel time on the route 2 is lesser 

compared to the first route for all percentile values of the day. 

 

 

8. OBSERVATIONS 

 

Travel time for the weekday and weekend for the link P1-P2 in route 1 is plotted for both the 

direction in the Figure 4 and 5 previously. A specific trend is observed in the data set for peak 

hour on both the links and a significant difference in travel time is observed between the link 

1 and 2 in the route 1 itself. Consequently, it can be certainly concluded that the delay in link 2 

will be much less than the first link. Now, when considering the directional split of the two 

route, more number of travelers are moving on second route despite of the inconsequential 

difference in the travel time of the two in the northbound direction. While moving from the 

origin point towards destination point the large volume is present on the first link, which can 

be perceived by the drivers whereas the driver is unaware of the further conditions on the 

stretch and estimates higher travel time from the node where the two directions split. Whereas 

for the second link which is an internal route will be known only to the localities of the city. In 

this way the frequent travelers on the route are aware of this route and prefer to travel on the 

second route. In any case, on overall evaluation, both the routes perform nearly same for 

upstream direction. This can also be considered based on the route choice distributions as 

observed in the weekend traffic. The distribution on both the links is nearly same. This is due 

to lower visible volume from the point where the two directions depart, increasing the 

probability of the second route as the preferred choice.  

However, for better evaluation of the study a modified consideration of travel time 

must be considered. Here for the study instead of the overall travel time for the destination, a 

superior evaluation measure i.e. travel time per kilometer length would give an idea of a 



 

 

greater picture regarding the performance of the network. The primary route (route1) has a 

total distance of 3.8 km while the second route has a distance of 3.4 km long. Owing to this, 

one of the most preferable reason for choosing the second route can also be that the second 

route being the shortest way becomes the primary ideal choice. Henceforth, the normal per km 

distance for route 1 and 2 will be 3.94 and 3.84 min/km separately on weekdays and also 3.02 

and 3.14 min/km in upstream direction on weekends. In this manner ideally even after the 

presence of intersection on the main route, the normal travel time on both the route is same, 

which expresses that the primary route performs betters even with high flow conditions. 

Comparable trend of flow is also observed in the opposite direction with a split of 35% to 65% 

on the weekdays and 42% to 58% on weekends. 

Thus the chief finding of the study is that the major percent of the driver utilize the 

less known secondary route based on local knowledge route as opposed to the popular straight 

route which also indicates that major travelers are the daily travelers with fixed choice routes. 

The outcomes can also be validated with the results obtained from the google maps for 

various hours and the average value of the results can be considered for reference. The study 

is based only with the limited sensors due to scarcity of the availability, but a precise survey 

and study can be carried out if more sensors are allotted and all internal possible routes are 

evaluated without any escape and covering all possible routes.   

At long last, the observations indicate that primary route even in the wake of having 

overall same median travel time as the secondary route possesses 1/3
rd

 of the trips compared 

to the other direction. Apart from this the estimated travel time from google is same as that of 

the observed value, which indicates the estimation is accurate but there are some other factors 

apart from travel time which includes land use pattern, on street parking influence or some 

other factors which states that the planning methods for assigning traffic loads only on the 

basis of travel time does not hold true. Also, regardless of whether the travel time is 

considered as the parameter for the study, only a solitary esteem defining the normal 

estimation of travel time for the day isn't justified as the travel time varies throughout the day 

for various hours and simultaneously the assignment will also vary and thus the specified 

analysis is also based on the aggregate matchings over the entire day. Henceforth, the Table 2 

below shows the one-way Anova test for the obtained peak hour for the network based on the 

travel time as well as matching ids as observed in Figure 4.  

 

Table 2. Single Factor Anova test for peak hour duration 

Anova: Single 

Factor 

      

SUMMARY       

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   

Route 1 10 214.45 21.445 23.32661   

Route 2 37 767.75 20.75 63.88801   

       

ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F critical 

Between Groups 3.802537 1 3.802537 0.068175 0.795203 4.056612 
Within Groups 2509.908 45 55.77573    

Total 2513.71 46     



 

 

The test results show that even after the same mean value for both the routes the variance 

observed is not same, as a noteworthy difference in variation both route is noted. This 

difference in variance for the two routes can be considered either the effect of sample size or 

some non-understood factors which affect the overall range of the data set.  

 

 

9. SUMMARY 

 

The study indicates the viability of the Wi-Fi based sensor for evaluation of network 

performance by carrying out the route choice analysis for three-point network in the Chennai 

city, which is one of the densest route of the city. The Wi-Fi matching ids also determined the 

travel time between adjacent station and the alternate stations for separation of the non-useful 

data set.  

The Wi-Fi ids which is a representation of a part of the total volume was around 7-8% 

of the ground moving traffic and sufficient enough to explicate the studies. The study shows 

that are two possible routes between the origin (P1) and destination (P3) of which the sensor is 

placed only on one of the route (Route 1) which makes the first route as a combination of two 

different links. Whereas, the ids for the second link were obtained by the algorithm 

development where the ids moving from all other possible directions were removed, deserting 

only those ids moving from the second route. The distribution was also checked for weekdays 

and weekend as the traffic movement on both the day isn’t same which has greatly influenced 

the route choice behavior of the driver. The evaluation was carried in north bound as well as in 

south bound direction.  

The average distribution observed in both the direction of the two route was 30% to 

70% on route 1 and route 2 respectively on weekdays and 45% to 55% on weekends. The 

reason behind the observed distribution split were explained with the travel time distribution 

based on various percentile values and interquartile limits to explain the congestion and the 

average travel time on the routes. In conclusion, these average travel time were also evaluated 

on premise of travel time per kilometer length as the distance on both the route is not same 

and hence evaluation should be on basis of per km length. The outcomes indicated that for 

both the cases the average travel time was same on both the routes, yet the difference in 

distribution split might be due to the absence of the knowledge of the movement conditions 

on the essential route coming about. Hence, for the pragmatic application for the study if a 

variable message sign board is placed at the point where the two routes divert than the 

suitable prior information can be provided to the drivers regarding the travel time for the trip 

which will result in reduced congestion on both the routes as well as improvement in travel 

time for the travelers. In this way, Wi-Fi based sensors can go about as an appropriate 

technique for performance evaluation in urban networks if proper algorithm is developed and 

filtering techniques are adopted.  
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